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FAR OUT TOYS TO LAUNCH TOY LINE LICENSED BY NASCAR TEAM PROPERTIES®  
 
Los Angeles, CA (February 18, 2019) - Far Out Toys, a rapidly expanding force in the global toy 
marketplace, announced today a major new licensing deal with NASCAR Team Properties®. The multi-year 
agreement features every essential piece for compelling vehicle play, including cars, play sets, and track 
racing sets.  
 
“NASCAR® is the #1 motorsports brand in the world with a vast family audience and Far Out Toys is proud 
to be a licensee,” says Far Out Toys CEO Keith Meggs, “We are looking forward to creating new products 
that celebrate the racing heritage and essence of NASCAR for today’s fans of all ages.”  
 
Far Out Toys will debut its first line of NASCAR branded products later this year, which will launch at mass 
retailers across the country. This new licensing deal with NASCAR allows Far Out Toys to leverage its deep 
in-house expertise in vehicle play, alongside its extensive inventor network, to provide innovation and new 
play to the toy category. 
 
“These new licensed toys will allow kids to be NASCAR drivers and experience the thrilling action of the 
sport,” said Paul Sparrow, Managing Director of Licensing and Consumer Products of NASCAR. “We look 
forward to collaborating on fun and imaginative NASCAR play with Far Out Toys in the years to come.” 
 
 
About Far Out Toys 
Far Out Toys Inc. is a new and rapidly growing force in the global toy marketplace, with a mission to 
innovate to the outer reaches. Far Out Toys leverages its expertise and extensive relationships with 
inventors, global distributors, IP holders and mass retailers to launch an exciting line-up of new brands 
including vehicles, arts & crafts, games, licensed collectibles, electronic toys and more, along with new 
original content. For more information, visit www.farouttoysinc.com.     
      
 
About NASCAR Team Properties® 
NASCAR Team Properties is a NASCAR industry-managed organization created to promote efficiency and 
operational structure for the sport’s licensed merchandise business. NTP is comprised of NASCAR and 
participating teams in NASCAR’s national race series and is operated under a Board of Directors 
representing those organizations. Currently, NASCAR and International Speedway Corporation are 
participating in this program. 
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